
DRIVE + FLOATPLANE

Driving to Port Hardy and connecting with the floatplane transfer is
a great way to get to Nimmo Bay if you are looking to include a

road trip and some exploring on Vancouver Island. 
 

The drive to Port Hardy from Victoria, BC, takes about 6 hours. If
you are coming from Vancouver, you will take the ferry to Nanaimo
or Victoria before driving north and most people will spend a night

on Vancouver Island on the way to and from Port Hardy. Our
floatplane typically depart around 4:30pm, landing in Nimmo Bay 20

minutes later. 
 

The cost for the floatplane transfer is $800 per person, round-trip. 

NIMMO BAY FLIGHT PACKAGE

We offer a Vancouver/Nimmo Bay flight package which
includes a 1-hour flight between Vancouver and Port Hardy,

followed by a 20-minute scenic floatplane flight between Port
Hardy and Nimmo Bay. 

 
This option is $1,999 per person, round trip and is the most

common way to travel to Nimmo Bay. 

We can help arrange for direct floatplane charter flights from
Vancouver or any other destination in BC. From Vancouver, the
2 hour flight starts around $6,600 one-way and increases with

the size of the plane and/or number of passengers. 
 

The flight is scenic and this is a great option for those who
would like to avoid line ups, layovers and airports. 

DIRECT FLOATPLANE CHARTER

TRANSFER OPTIONS
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Please note:  check in  at  Nimmo Bay is  5pm and check out  is  by  2pm.  Due to our  remote
locat ion and bout ique s ize ,  th is  is  str ict ly  enforced.

*based on min double occupancy
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